The A-rod--a new possibility for cervical dilation and/or induction of uterine contractions for abortion or delivery by combined pharmacological and mechanical action.
A hydrogel compound (Sauflex, Special Polymers Ltd., London) which has the capacity to swell by absorbing surrounding fluid, was found to be capable of absorbing prostaglandins (PGE1, PGF2 alpha) in alcohol or saline during this process. After evaporation of the hydratized hydrogelic compound which restored its initial proportions and stiffness, rehydratization of the hydrogelic compound caused it to release the respective prostaglandin to the surrounding medium or tissues. The endocervical canal of first-trimester abortions was dilated by plain mechanical action of a rod-shaped hydrogel body (A-rod) inserted in the cervical canal. By loading the A-rod with PGF2 alpha (2-110 mg) the cervical canal was additionally widened and abortive contractions were elicited in the uterus. Further implications of the medical use of the A-rod are discussed.